Grievous Mistakes, Once and you Fail the Test
1) Hands always on the steering wheel and no crossing hands, never use the
bright light or wave hand to somebody as a signal.
2) Do not go on top of the pavement, Painted traffic island, roundabout,
continuous white line or single, double yellow line.
3) Examiner touches; Pedals, Steering wheel you are failed.
3) Five same small mistakes, Example; like handbrake up without button, you
indicate an exit before the one you go out, Failed.
4) Over speeding, under speeding.
5) No entry, No stopping completely, no stopping on red Traffic lights.
6) One metre away from the parking cars, Drive very slowly especially People
and Stop if necessary.
7) A car parked can pull out or open the door, people coming from between the
cars.
8) Never stop in front of an exit, Always plan ahead to stop before, first stop
before the exit then handbrake and free.
9) In two lane road always drive by the left.
10) Do not endanger other cars when changing lanes always use M, S, P, S, L.
MIRROR, SIGNAL, POSITION, SPEED, LOOK.
11) 50 Meters away from traffic lights or zebra always put your foot stand by on
the brake and look at the mirrors, 3 meters away from zebra or traffic lights
continue.
12) Do not stop on a junction box or stop before and give way.
13) Overtake if you must but very cautious use M, S, P, S, L. Never overtake on a
Zebra, Blind corners or up hills.
14) Zebra crossing; when people are crossing always put hand break and free
and wait for people to be on the other pavement before you move.
15) In slow traffic always keep the distance; you have to see the rear tires of the
car in front of you. And in speed like 60km use the two second rule in dry
weather or 4 second rule in wet weather.
16) In tunnel; never use sunglasses and no overtake.

Question you need to know before the Test.
1) 2 Second rule and 4 second rule.
2) Breaking distance; 32kmh, 48kmh, 64kmh, 80kmh.
3) One meter away from the cars and more from people.
4) Cockpit Drill
5)Tire Check; crack, baubles, tire tread minimum 1.6mm, air pressure front
30psi and rear 28psi. Check every week in the morning.
6) Lights; side lamps, debt lights and bright lights.
7) Hands Controls; L,R indicator, Switches ..............
8) Why we don't do clutch coasting?
9) Engine Bay and Spare tire.

